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Chapter 1 : CAT Admit Card, Exam Date, Syllabus, Exam Pattern
The CAT (Common Admission Test) is a computer based test held in India every year by one of the IIM's based on a
policy of rotation. This test scores a person based on quantitative ability, verbal ability, data interpretation and logical
reasoning.

The test comprises of objective type multiple choice questions based on Plus Two syllabus. Of this, questions
will be from Mathematics and questions will be from Physics and Chemistry with physics to chemistry ratio
maintained at 3: The admissions to the following courses are based on the score in this test: All B Tech
Programmes excluding Lateral Entry to B Tech Programmes For the Test separate minimum score of 10
marks in each of the subjects Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics is compulsory for being qualified to be
included in the rank list. Tech course comprises objective type questions designed to test the proficiency in
English 20 questions , Mathematics 50 questions , Engineering Mechanics 40 questions , Engineering
Graphics 40 questions and General Engineering 50 questions. The test shall be of 3 hours duration and the
maximum marks will be The common Test for B. Test Code comprises objective type in two parts as given
below: Part I of Test Part I of CAT: Part I â€” Proficiency in English and General Knowledge, Analytical and
reasoning capability and aptitude to do research. The rank list for admission to LLM will be prepared on the
following criteria: Hindi Test code comprises objective type questions at a level answerable by candidates
with Hindi as a second language at degree level. However, they must also submit their applications on-line to
the University within the stipulated time as per the CAT Notification. Test for MCA Test code comprises
objective type questions designed to test the aptitude and capability of an applicant for pursuing the M. The
Test for PG Programmes Tests codes to , to , to comprises objective type questions designed to assess the
proficiency of the applicant at the Graduate level in the test subject chosen by the candidate. Applicants for PG
programmes other than M. Hindi may choose and specify any one of the 16 subjects listed with Code
Numbers to , to and to compulsory to the programme for which the admission is sought for. In the case of
programmes for which option of more than one Test is provided the candidate may choose any one of the
options that suits best to the subject of his qualifying degree. For the Test Codes to , to , and the name of the
Test as given under clause itself shall be the subject of the Test. Applied Economics Test code comprises
objective type questions designed to test the proficiency of the applicant in Economics at the Graduate level.
Test in Engineering Science Test code is for testing the aptitude of an applicant for admission to the
interdisciplinary programme M. Environmental Technology Stream 1. Test in Life Science Test code tests the
subject knowledge as well as aptitude of an applicant for admission to various interdisciplinary programmes.
Test Code comprises objective type questions in two parts as given below: There shall be objective type
questions in the following pattern: For each right answer 3 marks will be awarded and for each wrong answer
one mark will be deducted. In case of a tie, the existing University norms will be followed. CUSAT CAT has
negative marking enabled, means for each right answer 3 marks will be awarded and for each wrong answer
one mark will be deducted.
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Chapter 2 : CAT , Exam Date, Registration, Exam Pattern, Syllabus - MBA Rendezvous
CAT Syllabus: Indian Institute of Management (IIM) Calcutta has released the notification for the CAT or Common
Admission Test Aspirants have enough time for the Preparation for CAT Examination.

The main fundamental component to score high in the exam is to start early and prepare for the exam with a
strategy which will help you with ample amount at the end for revision. Managing your time efficiently helps
the students focus on all the topics equally. Students will also understand how to finish preparing the topics
before the exam starts thereby reducing the last minute anxiety. Set targets for each day. This will motivate the
student to understand their potential. It is important to realize when one cannot focus or concentrate on the
topic then it is time for a break. It will be difficult to concentrate on the topics for a long period of time
without breaks. Focus on some of the basic concepts which are essential for the examination. Practice all the
topics related to CAT and emphasize on the topic which you feel are typical. Mock tests help the students to
understand how well they have prepared for the examination. Sample papers, previous year question papers,
and online mock tests will provide the students to envision the question paper of CAT Once you complete a
mock test, the results will help you to review yourself. There will be topics that need to be given a little more
time, and there will be topics that are completely new. Practice one the topics in which you tend to lose marks.
The smarter way is to solve the problem that takes lesser time and also comes up with the correct answer. This
will help save time during CAT Practice Full Lenght Mock: After all the above tips and preparation start
giving Full Lenght Mock which will help you to analyze your potential and weakness. Practice your weak
topic from time to time. Is it possible to appear for more than one slot in CAT ? No, it is not possible. It will
be considered as fraudulent to appear for more than one slot. If any candidate attempts to do so will be
eliminated. What am I supposed to do if I am unable to complete my application because the website crashed?
The candidates have to force close the page, delete all the caches and cookies, and try again. My son has
changed his name after graduation, does he have to provide his old name while filling the application form?
No, in this case, your son has to fill in the details using the changed name and also attach the necessary files
that indicate the change of name. I received multiple passwords after registration, which one should I use? In
case if you had received multiple passwords in a row after completing the registration, the candidate should
use the one that was received latest. If none of the passwords are working, click on Forgot Password while
trying to log in. The admit card will have the following details. It is the duty of the candidate to ensure that all
the details are printed on the issued admit card. What will I do with the admit card? CAT Admit Card is a
mandatory document that the candidates have to produce on the exam day. Failing which the candidate will
not be allowed to enter the exam hall. There is no other alternative if a candidate has forgotten the admit card.
Can I take the CAT from my personal computer at home? No, the candidates are supposed to come to the
venue and write the test using the provided workstations by the conducting authority. What does CBT mean?
What are the three sections in CAT ? Can I use a calculator to find the answers during the test? No, you cannot
use a calculator to solve problems. Calculator is one of the items that are prohibited inside the exam hall.
When will the CAT Results be published? Will the conducting authority send an SMS when the results are
published? I am a candidate who belongs to the SC category. What are the documents required for me to
submit? The certificate should clearly have the following details: Visit the website, www. Who belongs to the
category PWD? PWD is a category that supports persons with disability. The Indian Government has decided
that the following people belong to this particular category: Will the PWD candidates be given any extra time
to complete the test? An extra hour will be given for the candidates who belong to PWD. The 60 minutes will
be distributed equally for the three sections. A PWD candidate has 80 minutes to complete each section
whereas the candidates who belong to other categories have 60 minutes. No, you need to download and take a
hard copy of the admit card and bring it to the exam hall. Who should I contact if there are any discrepancies
in the admit card that has been issued? If there are any issues with respect to the admit card, call the toll-free
number: No, there are no age limits. It is important to register for CAT using your personal email id.
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Chapter 3 : CUSAT CAT Syllabus & Exam Pattern - calendrierdelascience.com
Section Wise CAT Syllabus. Marking - Hopeful ought to have profound data of the CAT Syllabus and area from where
question happens. CAT exam is multiple choice based question, each inquiry will convey 3 marks and there will be 1
marks deducted for the wrong answer.

The Result for the same is most likely to be declared by the second Week of January, CAT Exam was
conducted on November 26, The result for CAT was declared on January 8, CAT was taken by a total of
1,99, candidates, who appeared for the exam on November 26, , in more than cities of India. For the result of
CAT , the candidates will be able to download their Scorecards online, by logging in to the official websitehttps: The steps to download the Scorecard is as follows: There will be a total of questions, divided into 34,
32, and 34 questions in each section, respectively. Time allotted for every section will be 60 minutes each. The
candidates will not be allowed to switch from one section to another during the examination. Hence, the
candidates will have to answer in a chronological order only. Every correct answer will reward the candidate
with 3 marks, and every incorrect MCQ type question will penalize the candidate with 1 mark. There is no
negative marking for the Non MCQ type questions. For every unattempted question, no marks will be granted.
CAT Percentile Prediction A percentile represents the rank of the candidate in an examination, relative to the
rest of the candidates who appeared for the same examination, in the same time frame. If you stood 3rd, then
there are 7 test-takers ranked after you. If there is an exam where people appeared, including yourself, and you
ranked 75th, then there were effectively test-takers who were ranked below you because they scored lesser
marks than you did. Your rank was 1, In this case, your percentile score will be: The difficulty level of both
the papers was identical. CAT exam was conducted on November 26, The exam duration was minutes. Each
correct answer rewarded the candidate with 3 marks each, whereas every wrong MCQ type question,
penalized the candidate with 1 mark. There was no negative marking, whatsoever, in the Non-MCQ type
questions. Of course all of you had a tough time on CAT and QA section was supposedly tougher this year
and verbal ability section was similar easy to last year, but definitely, by now you must have got your name in
cut-off lists with IIMs and other top B Schools.
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Chapter 4 : CAT ( - ) Exam Syllabus - MeritExam
SNAP. SNAP - Symbiosis National Aptitude Test How To Prepare For SNAP SNAP Result How To Apply For SNAP
SNAP Exam Analysis SNAP Exam Centres.

When is CAT scheduled to take place? The exam will take place in online mode. Nearly 2 lac candidates are
expected to sit for the exam. Is there an option to write CAT in offline mode? No, as per the directives issued
by the authorities, CAT exam is conducted in online mode only. However, CAT was conducted in offline
mode till As per the new ordinance passed in , there are seats that were filled in the academic year There is
no increase in the number of seats this year, so it is expected to remain the same. How many registrations are
received for CAT ? There are approximately 2. No, there is no reservation policy defined for female category
candidates. Although it was proposed in , no further report on the same came out. Can you give details of seat
matrix for IIMs in the country for the year ? When is the form correction window for CAT application form?
How many institutes in total are considering CAT Scores this year? YES, apart from 20 IIMs, you need to fill
the application form separately for each of the participating institutes. You need to fill the application forms
for all the institutes in which you wish to apply on the basis of the CAT result. You need to clear the minimum
cut off for further admission process. When will I receive my CAT admit card? Authorities are not sending
CAT admit card manually, so best to download online through the official website in the time slot defined. It
can be last downloaded till November In case I misplace my admit card at the exam center, can I download
the CAT admit card at the exam center? Yes, you must contact the authorities at the exam center and report the
incident to them. They will help you with downloading the duplicate admit card. What stationery items can I
carry on the day of CAT exam? You will be given a pen and paper at the exam center itself, which have to be
returned before you leave the exam hall. Is there any traveling allowance issued to the candidates of reserved
categories for CAT exam? What is the last time to enter CAT exam center on the exam day? Students in the
morning shift will not be allowed to enter the exam center premises after 8. Can you give me a list of items
that are banned to be carried at the CAT exam center? Students are not allowed to carry the following items at
the exam center:
Chapter 5 : CAT Application Form, Exam Date, Eligibility, Syllabus
CAT Syllabus has remained more or less the same for the last decade but the paper pattern has changed. Before we
actually try to understand the complete and detailed CAT syllabus for the CAT exam, we need to understand the pattern
of the paper.

Chapter 6 : CAT Online Coaching, CAT Exam Pattern & Syllabus, CAT Preparation - Rodha Educational S
CAT Syllabus available here to free calendrierdelascience.comnts who are preparing to get MBA Admission in Indian
Institutes of Management (IIMs) can check CAT Exam Syllabus & Exam Paper Pattern on this page.

Chapter 7 : CAT Exam: Important Dates, Application Form, Eligibility, Pattern, Syllabus
CAT syllabus has been designed to assess the prospective admission-seekers' suitability for MBA education. The CAT
exam is the primary filter used by all the 20 IIMs and several hundred other reputed colleges like S.P. Jain, FMS, MDI,
etc. for admission to their MBA programs.

Chapter 8 : CAT Exam Dates Check full schedule @iimcatin
CAT exam syllabus is based on recent trends in CAT exams and putting it the right way, the CAT syllabus is the
outcome of the topics which have earlier appeared in CAT exam although the type of questions, their composition,
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format and number may change in each subsequent CAT exam.

Chapter 9 : Download CAT Syllabus Pdf | CAT Exam Pattern, Preparation tips
The students who are preparing for CAT entrance exam and searching for CAT Syllabus are advice to Download
Updated CAT Syllabus & Exam Pattern Free PDF The students who will pass CAT test will undergo GD, Essay and
Personal Interview for final selection.
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